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From: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


Sent: Sunday, June 16, 2019 2:32 PM


To: Boring, Susan


Cc: Barbara Byrne; Garwin Yip


Subject: ROC LTO BiOp Appendices for PA


Hi Susan --

We got yet another PA from Reclamation on Friday. This is the final final final PA!


Problem is, we've used two previous versions.


What we decided is to adjust to provide and reflect the following:


 Appendix A1: Feb 5, 2019 PA. This should be Ch. 4 from this document:


o S:\BA Material\2019-02-05 Final BA\ba-final-biological-assessment.pdf


 Appendix A2: April 20, 2019 PA. This should be this document:


o S:\Draft BiOp\7_Appendices\Appendix A - PROPOSED_ACTION\2019-04-30 Track changes


Proposed Action.pdf


 Appendix A3: June 14, 2019 PA. This should be this document:


o S:\Draft BiOp\7_Appendices\Appendix A - PROPOSED_ACTION\ROC PA Final Revision


06152019.docx


There's some additional Appendix clean up work that needs to happen this week, too.


 Appendix I needs to be revised (Cathy).


 Appendix J needs to be revised (Barb).


 Appendix L has a correction that came in from PWA comments (Cathy).


 Need to add Appendix YYYY (name not determined yet), which is SRSC resolution documents. Those


are all here: S:\Draft BiOp\7_Appendices\SRS Resolution_Exhibits


After we have them all, I do think that we need to get things ordered and named correctly.


So, is this something that you can add to your plate for this week? No one is waiting on it, but it does need to be


done!


Thanks!


Cathy


Each lead will need to verify at the beginning of their section which version was used (or mostly used) for their


analysis. we may also have some blanket language at the very beginning of Section 2.5 and 2.6.


Can you get these created and change the list to reflect it? Then we'll have to make sure that any old "callouts' to


appendix A get revised. I'll get species leads on this too.


Let me know if there are any special instructions you want me to pass on to the team on this!
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